Bachelor of Laws Honours (LLB(Hons))
degree structure (540 points)

Year 1
- LEGAL106 Systems and Societies (30 points)
- LEGAL103 Legal Method (15 points)
- LEGAL104 Legal Method (15 points)
- 100 level paper in same subject (15 points)
- 100 level paper in any subject (15 points)
- 100 level paper in any subject (15 points)

Year 2
- LEGAL201 Public Law (30 points)
- LEGAL203 Jurisprudence (15 points)
- LEGAL204 Contracts (30 points)
- LEGAL207 Torts (30 points)
- 200 level paper in any subject (15 points)

Year 3
- LEGAL301 Crimes (30 points)
- LEGAL305 Corporate Entities (15 points)
- LEGAL307 Land Law (30 points)
- LEGAL306 Dispute Resolution (15 points)
- LEGAL308 Equity (15 points)
- 200 level paper in any subject (15 points)

Year 4
- LEGAL400 (15 points)
- LEGAL500 Dissertation (30 points)
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